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CHAPTER I 

SACRED TIME 

Every man has moments in his life when time fi'eezes. Remembering those 

moments even years later, we go back m time. Equally so, every man has moments 

when he was part of something larger than himself; when he felt a kinshq) with other 

men, and the forces that be. The irony is that no matter how many "sacred" 

moments we have, or how many stories we beUeve, the truth is that we still look for 

another story, another meaning, another moment. Just as man seems to have 

memories inside that seem endless, there is also some craving inside, for these 

moments and meanings that seem insatiable. Man must fill this empty vessel. 

Graham Swift, m Waterland, toys with these concepts, and brings up different 

paradigms such as fairy tales, history, rehgion and the apocalypse, that men use to 

escape fi-om the trauma, and dreariness of everyday life. Unfortunately, these 

paradigms, or any other patterns of thinking, are not solutions; they are only 

escapes. The real problem remains. Part of Swift's genius is his suggestion that 

these seemingly incon^atible paradigms are actually structurally identical. Fairy 

tales, history, and the apocalypse, as paradigms, can each be con^ared to a double 

helix, vMch eliminates disturbing questions, and finally puts the emphasis on the 

only variable in the system - the center, or smsply the relationships between the 

elements. Therefore, Swift's Waterland, though supposedly about a dazed middle-

aged man forced into retirement, becomes the call for mankind to unite and rejoice. 

The commonalties of many myths and fairy tales suggest the concept of 

archetypes. Look, for exanq)le, at the apocalyptic concept of the harrowing, or 

descent into Hell. Greek and Roman heroes routinely traversed the underworld, and 

resur&ced as victors over the underlords. Jonah of the Bible was swallowed by a 

whale and regurgitated. "In fact, a god's mettle was measured by his face-to-face 

confi'ontarion with demons in their own domam. If he emerged unscathed, he was a 



greater god."' History also folds inward on itself to become, eventually, merely 

myths. Eliade discusses the process of molding historical events into myths. After 

two or three centuries, popular memory sunply forgets many of the mdividual details 

of a story. The problem is that the human mind operates differently than we assume: 

"the structures... are different: categories instead of events, archetypes instead of 

historical personages."^ These transformations are not always simply for the ease of 

memory. The story melds into a more familiar story, or a myth, so that all small 

Davids must fight large Goliaths and win.̂  Different things drive these changes. 

Eliade gives one example: "In order to "tolerate history," that is, to endure their 

military defeats and political humiliations, the Hebrews interpreted contemporary 

events by means of the very ancient cosmogonico-heroic myth . . .".'* Eliade goes on 

to give examples of heroic myths that suggested terapoTary defeat, and yet uhimate 

victory for the Hebrew culture. Even when it could be proved what was a myth and 

>^at was true, people chose the myth. As Eliade writes, "was not the myth truer by 

the feet that it made the real story yield a deeper and richer meaning, reveaUng a 

tragic destiny?"^ Truth is only a commodity. 

No matter the culture or reason though, the result is the same. Reality fedes 

away into myths. The discussion becomes more interesting as Eliade gives other 

more conterr^orary exan^les: "by the single fact that he was regarded as a hero, de 

Gozon was identified with a category, an archetype, which, entirely disregarding his 

real e^loits, equipped him with a mythical biography fi-om which it was impossible 

to omit combat with a reptilian monster."^ Another story tells us: "no sooner is 

Marko's historical personality received into the popular memory than it is abolished 

^ Charles Panati, Sacred Origins of Profound Things: The Stories Behind the Rites 
and Rituals of the World's Religions (New York: The Penguin Groiq), 1996) 493. 

^ Mrcea EHade, The Afyth of the Eternal Return: Or, Cosmos and History. 
(Princeton; Princeton UP, 1991)43. 

^ Eliade 44. 
^Ehade 37-38. 
' EHade 46. 
^EUade39. 



and his biography is reconstructed in accordance with the norms of myth." This is a 

curious mechanism of the human mind. Even Swift has recognized this mental 

categorization that man uses to allocate powers of greatness to certain individuals or 

events. We see Swift's recognition of this phenomenon as Swift describes World 

War II: "while over southern skies history inscribes itself in white scrolls and 

provides an^le material for the legends of the future,"^ and again, as Swift describes 

Thomas Atkinson's emotions: "He does not wish it - he cannot help it - but he feels 

himself measured up and fitted out for the stiff and cumbersome garments of 

legend."^ Why is this so ingrained m man? 

It is easy to see in a fairy tale like Hansel and Gretel, that the human 

unconsciousness recognizes certain archetypes, such as the wicked stepmother, and 

the witch. These appear to transcend cultural and chronological boundaries; more 

specifically, many elements of feiry tales are almost universal Witches, for example, 

are mcredibly common; it is also common for the protagonist to ventiu'e into an 

unknown terrain alone, e.g. a forest, in order to survive a crisis and arrive at 

previously imavailable crossroads. The mind also recognizes actions or events as 

symbols, such as wandering lost through the woods. In &iry tales, as in reality, the 

human mind unconsciously seeks for meaning in the relationshq) between these 

archetypes and symbols. Hence, when Hansel and Gretel triunq)h over the witch, 

humans find comfort that the mnocent can overcome eviL The theory goes a bit 

deeper. Primitive society's unconsciousness, with vague notions about how the 

world and society operated, developed general structures that became more 

sophisticated as society became more con[q)lex. These structures compel people to 

react to things independently of their individual e?q)eriences. Archetypes can be 

described only vaguely; the concepts graced only tentatively. 

' Ehade 39-40. 
* Graham Swift, Waterland (New Yoric: Vintage hitemational, 1983) 208. 
' Swift 75. 



Like the parable of the blind men and the elephant, when archetypes become 

part of the consciousness, comprehension is only possible of those parts pertinent to 

the mdividual's experiences. Only when some part of this whole becomes 

fathomable symbols can we discuss them mtellectually. What individuals do 

consciously, and the mind unconsciously is to try find meaning m the symbols and 

their relationships, and to place this meaning in a context applicable to each 

individual's perception of reaUty. These created paradigms of meaning are an 

elemental part of man. These meanings can only be learned gradually and "only by a 

highly developed consciousness."'^ John May quotes Mircea Eliade on the topic: 

Symbohc thinking, Ehade goes on to say, is not the exclusive 
possession of the child or the poet or the insane; it is an innate mode of 
human cognition that 'comes before language and discursive reason. 
The symbol reveals certain aspects of reahty - the deepest aspects -
vAnch defy any other means of knowledge.' . . . Images and symbols 
are by their very structure multivalent, revealing an array of meanings 
all of ̂ îiich are true.'̂  

Symbols arise fi-om archetypes, and consciousness becomes not only man's way of 

surviving, but his struggle to find meaning fi-om this mental juxtaposition of symbols, 

and unconscious directives. This intangible structure of elements, to sum it up, 

creates the underpinnings of each man's world view, or paradigm, which is 

expressed though his language, rehgion, rituals, culture, and through his art and 

customs. 

The concept of rituals is based on the idea that certain paradigmatic gestures 

connect the partic^ant directly to his god. The repetition of an act is an echo of the 

original and, therefore, carries the same holy connotation, the same "sacred time". 

The assun^tion is that if man could do perfectly what the gods did, they would be 

'° Erich Neumann, The Great Mother: An Analysis of the Archetype. (Princetai: 
Princeton UP, 1955)15. 

" John May, Toward a New Earth: Apocalypse in the American Novel. (Notre Dame: 
U of Notre Dame P, 1972) 10. 



somehow equal to thek gods, or at least tran^orted to that time m which their gods 

and heroes lived and breathed. Sacred time was the time of the gods, and of the 

connection between the gods and man. 

Profane time, by ehmination, is that time man is left with to struggle through 

and endure, and easily may be disregarded as time filled with nothingness. "The 

abolition of pro&ne time and the individual's projection into mythical time do not 

occur, of course, except at essential periods - those, that is, when the mdividual is 

truly himself on the occasion of rituals or of important acts (alimentation, 

generation, ceremonies, himting, fishing, war, work). The rest of his life is passed in 

profane time, wiiich is without meaning: in the state of'becoming.'"'^ This is clearly 

true in our society today where "any repetition of an archetypal gesture, su^ends 

duration, aboUshes profane time, and participates in mythical time."'̂  We may not 

have any conscious idea of how many rituals we continue today: the rites of 

marriage and death; agriculture rites; honoring the Sabbath; or celebratmg the new 

year. Profane time harbors the fear that life might amount to nothing - a fear so 

pervasive that humans even go so far as to create events. Waterland e?q)ounds on 

these thoughts. As Swift writes, "there's no saying . . . \^at chaos we won't assent 

to in order to assure ourselves that, none the less, things are happening. And there's 

no saying what heady potions we won't concoct, what meanings, myths, manias we 

won't imbibe in order to convince ourselves that reality is not an empty vessel"''* 

Are not New Year's resolutions an obvious and conscious attenq)t to make pro&ne 

time into sacred time? Rituals are not just a chaos or smoke screen to escape fear; 

however, and "this mythical ritual was not primitive man's way of burying his head 

in the sand, of saying No to reality. Because of his vision of the way things are, the 

'' Ehade 35. 
'̂  Ehade 36. 
'̂  Swift 41. 



repetition of the chaos-to-cosmogony ritual was his way of affirming what he 

considered to be reality itself. . .".'̂  Primitive man is often only primitive by our 

ethnocentric view of life. 

EUade suggests that history inevitably becomes myth, with individual details 

metamorphosing mto archetypes that are part of man's collective unconsciousness. 

These archetypes are so engrained that they may suggest an internal structure, and 

primitive man continuously fell back mto these molds in their minds, following the 

rituals of their forefathers. Through these rituals, and their search for the sacred, 

primitive man foimd satis&ction, or at least reUef fi*om pro&ne time. Now, 

however, we as humans are more technologically advanced, finding new and more 

con^lex patterns, and documenting our history more extensively, all the while 

discovering the multiple contradictions in our myths and our natures. This 

background e>q)lains the consistent behef in rehgion, the apocalypse, and other 

paradigms as well as our continuing contradictions. It does not, however, solve the 

problem of profane time. 

Frank Kermode, in his studies of the theories of fiction, expounds on this 

theory. Usmg definitions fi^om CuUmann and Marsh, he writes: '^chronos is 'passing 

time' or 'waiting time' - that which, according to Revelation, 'shall be no more' -

and kairos is the season, a point in time filled with significance, charged with a 

meaning derived fi-om its relation to the end."'̂  Easily, this correlates with the ideas 

of profane and sacred time. Kairos, as sacred time, has the portent of fiilfillment, 

and both have only meaning granted it by the end, be it the end or The End. 

Kermode uses chronos and kairos as an e?q)ansion of his "tick-tock" analogy. When 

we hsten to a clock, and hear the tick, we know a tock is mevitable; just as >̂ dien 

there is a beginning, there must also be an end. The question that concerns man 

most is what happens between the tick and the tock. As Kermode writes, "The feet 

'' May 7. 
'̂  Frank Kermode, The Sense of an Ending: Studies in the Theory of Fiction. (New 

York: Oxford UP, 1966)47. 



that we call the second of the two related sounds tock is evidence that we use 

fictions to enable the end to confer organization and form on the temporal structure. 

The interval between the two sounds, between tick and tock is now charged with 

significant duration."'' In hght of the idea that a man's hfe only happens in the 

mterval, overshadowed by the beginning and the end, w^at significance do we give 

to this interval? ^^Tick is a humble genesis, tock a feeble apocalypse. . . . [we have] 

within that interval following tick a lively expectation of tock, and a sense that 

however remote tock may be, all that happens happens as if tock were certainly 

following. All such plotting presupposes and requires that an end will bestow upon 

the >\iiole duration and meaning."'̂  What we as humans choose to put between our 

mdividual tick and tock is our decision, and we discuss them as paradigms. The 

problem, as well as the difference between modem and primitive man, is the same as 

was discussed with myths: as our world becomes smaller, and our knowledge 

greater, we are debunking our own foundations. As a microcosm, Kermode writes 

of novels: 

Our ways of filling the interval between the tick and tock must grow 
more difficult and more self-critical, as well as more various; the need 
we continue to feel is a need of concord, and we supply it by 
increasingly varied concord-fictions. They change as the reality fi-om 
which we, in the middest, seek a show of satisfection, changes; because 
'times change.' The fictions by which we seek to find 'what will 
suffice' change also.̂ ^ 

Kermode uses the concept of concord fictions as I describe our paradigms. These 

paradigms, once singly the rituals of our gods, no longer fill up our profene time, 

and leave us looking mto a void and scrambhng for a paradigm to fill it. 

Looking deeper mto Kermode's terms he^)s explain several of our 

paradigms. Kermode's term 'in the middest' is an interesting one. The concept is 

that man is locked in the middle of a line of the past, present and fixture without 

'̂ Kermode 45. 
'* Kermode 45-46. 
"̂  Kermode 63-64. 



being able to see either the beginning or the end. By definition, being restricted to 

any one position on a line automatically limits and biases our perspective. Also, 

fi-om a mathematical point of view, fi-om the perq)ective of any position on the hne, 

it is not possible to tell that the form is actually a hne. Only fi-om an outside 

reference point can the form be identified, which suggests two things. Fu-st, it 

reaffirms Kermode's description of concord-fictions. Our knowledge is gained, not 

fi-om an outside source, but fi-om the passage of knowledge fi-om one point on the 

line to another, \̂diich obviously, as points always separate fi-om each other, includes 

a gap between them, thus forming an mvisible and intangible connection, or concord 

fiction. 

Second, because our knowledge is not always fi-om the closest point 

available, but often fi-om multiple points, it infers that perhaps there is an outside 

reference point. Imagine a person on another line w^o would actually have the 

distance and perspective to see both the beginning and the end of our himian 

timeline. Would not this person be given the same qualities we attribute to a deity? 

For people to view the passage of time in a linear feshion, logic dictates that there be 

an outside reference point, or perhaps, a star in our heaven. Even Swift understands 

this: "how do we know - only some imagmary figure looking down fi-om the sky 

(let's call him God) can know - that we are not moving in a great circle?" °̂ 

Cultures all over the world have translated this outside perspective as a higher 

authority or power other than themselves, and ultimately a basis for a deity (or 

multiple deities) and a rehgion. 

As primitive man sought to make reahty myth so that the myth would 

become reality, time was a cychcal form. Modem man, recording events, and 

conq)aring discrepancies, now sees things hnearly and assumes as he observes in 

nature, that our timehne is a record of progress and thus, has some purpose and 

meaning. Unfortunately fi-om our hmited perspective, we have no clue as to oiu- true 

purpose. Therefore, like primitive man, we can revert to our myths and rituals, or as 

8 



Kermode discusses, continually try to create working concord fictions of glorious 

begmnings and ends. "The pressure of reality on us is always varying . . . the fictions 

must change, or if they are fixed, the interpretations must change. Since we continue 

to 'prescribe laws to nature'... we shall contmue to have a relation with the 

paradigms, but we shall change them to make them go on working. "̂^ Modem man, 

with all of his knowledge, can no longer rely on tradition, or simple paradigms for 

answers. No longer satisfied with just answers, e^ecially as inconq)lete as they are, 

man is now at the stage of wanting to consciously direct his timeline, and claim 

credit for his own progress. 

^ Swift 135. 
'̂ Kermode 24. 



CHAPTER n 

THE VESSEL 

It is easy to understand how both primitive and modem man view the past as 

a continuous cycle. Enq)ires rise and fell; revolutions become stale and are 

overthrown by counter-revolutionaries. It is easy to see these events as repetitive 

cycles. Envision the cycle of time like a one dimensional circle. There is no 

beginning, only a repetitive chain of events. The problem hes in that we cannot 

predict events, only probabilities. Once today is marked on the cycle, just hke any 

one pomt on a line, the gap to the next point, or tomorrow, is obvious, and the next 

event is always uncertain. No matter where we are on the timeline, tomorrow 

remains an unknown element. The uncertainty of the next step, of the fiiture, can be 

understood as a gap m the cycle, like a slash m a tire. One way or another, humans 

are looking for the assurance that they can have meaningful lives and bridge this gap 

of the Here and Now. When the gap becomes evident in our lives, we create an 

apocalypse, seek a higher being, a higher meaning. Swift suggests that to fill this 

gap, man uses, as an escape, meanings, myths, and manias, and that these feelings 

are not new: 

I know wiiat you feel Yes, the end of the world's on the cards again -
maybe this time it's for real But the feeling's not new. Saxon hermits 
feh it. They feh it vsiien they buih the pyramids to try to prove it 
wasn't tme. My fether felt it in the mud at Ypres. My grandfether feh 
h and drowned it with suicidal beer. Mary fek it . . . It's the old, old 
feeling, that everything might amount to nothing. 

Though everyone has the same fear, the responses are different. In Waterland, 

Swift's characters illustrate the diversity of responses. Lewis drinks, Mary goes 

crazy, Henry tells stories. Friends of Mary and Tom tease them about the obvious 

gap m their life, as his job is vsith school children and hers is with the senile.^ 

^ Swift 41. 
" Swift 269. 
24 Swift 123. 
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Apparently, both unconsciously reahze that there is a gap because both try to fill it -

Cricky emotionally adopting Price, and Mary literally stealmg a child fi-om a pram 

Swift identifies both the Atkinson's beer production and Jack Parr's drinking as 

merely attempts to fill the void.̂ ^ As Cricky bhisters at his student. Price: 

All right, so it's all a stmggle to preserve an artifice. It's all a stmggle 
to make things not seem meaningless. All a fight agamst fear. You're 
scared. . . . And what do you think I am right now? What do you thmk 
all my sounding off is about, and wliat do you think all these stories are 
for which I've been telling as a finale to my teaching career and which -
now you tell me - have not gone unappreciated. It helps to drive out 
fear. I don't care what you call it - explaining, evading the fects, 
making up meanings, taking a larger view, putting things into 
perspective, dodging the here and now, education, history, feiry-tales -
it helps to eliminate fear.̂ ^ 

These are all copmg mechanisms used to deal with that reality called nothing. They 

become the subject of newspaper stories, and find their way into history, and as I 

retell it to you, get passed on into myths. Thus, we come fiill circle into sacred and 

profene time. Waterland is, on the surfece, Tom Crick's quest (and Graham Swift's, 

by extension) to understand the behavioral pattems that he and his cohorts have 

fellen into, and hopefiiUy, find justification and reason for these behefs. Failing this, 

Tom Crick must devise some meaning of life of his own; a personal world view that 

both vahdates his past actions, and gives hun hope for the fiiture. 

We all understand this motivation, just like we all understand this gap. The 

Here and Now, is by definition, not part of any cycle. We cannot claim to know 

wiiat will happen in the next twenty mmutes. If time is a circle, just like a bicycle 

tire, we can identify the past, and suggest the fiiture, but when we turn to the broken 

spoke, or the present hour, what will actually happen? Seeking this meaning, lends 

drama to what we e?q)ect. "We constantly need io say (to think): that was quite 

'̂Swift 177. 
^ Swift 241. 
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somethmg (something quite important) that happened to me."̂ ^ We always expect 

sacred time to be about to happen, the apocalypse about to come and profane time, 

usually, is what we have just endured, and fi-om which we constantly seek escape. 

This void could be termed a gap, but because each man carries h mside him, 

perhaps a better term would be a vessel - an empty vessel As an archetype it is easy 

to see the mukiple dimensions of a vessel: something can be poured into a vessel; a 

vessel can store or protect something; and finally, a vessel can release or pour out 

something. The vessel analogy can be extended to an analogy of the world and the 

heavens, or as Swift uses it, an element of the human psyche, something empty that 

needs to be fiilled. "Vessel" is only that symbol for wiiat we can grasp of this 

unconscious archetype; this inherent need in man. Seeking to fill an eirq)ty vessel is 

an analogy comparable to man's search for sacred time. 

Swift seems to suggest at one point that Mary has the solution. He writes: 

'Svomen are equipped with a mmiature model of reality: an empty but fillable vessel. 

A vessel m which much can be made to happen, and to issue in consequence. In 

wiiich dramas can be brewed, things can be hatched out of nothing."^ The 

immediate assunq)tion would be two-fold: a vessel is a microcosm of reality, and 

children can fill this vessel °̂ This is again duphcated in Professor Lewis' comment 

that children are "Heirs of the fiiture, vessels of hope. "̂ ' But as the story goes 

fiirther, we see the emptmess of this solution. First, during her pregnancy, she 

tumed to the witch for he^), then after the abortion, she immersed herself in rehgion. 

Returning to the real world, her practicality served her as she worked with the senile. 

^̂  Maurice Blanchot, The Writing of Disaster. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska P. 
1980)9. 

*̂ For a wonderful in-dq)th discussion. The Great Mother goes into detail about the 
ardietype of the vessel, as it relates to women, and our paradigms of our world. 

'̂ Swift 42. 
^^ Swift is not the only writer wiio believes in this theory; the theory goes back at least 

as far as Bibhcal times. In Genesis 5:28-9 NIV, Lamech credits Noah, as his son, with offering 
him comfort and making up for the hard life he h ved, "because of the ground wtodi the Lord 
hath cursed." 

'' Swift 240. 
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and tended to her sick fether-m-law. "She has no illusions. It's real, this coming of 

things to their limits, this mvasion by Nothing of the fi-agile islands of life. . . . And 

prayers won't hoip you. And miracles don't happen."^ Abruptly, according to 

Cricky, she retums to rehgion. After Mary's announcement that her (jod bestowed 

on her the child she saw at the supermarket, her paradigm becomes literal, almost 

trespassing as sacred time. Tom Crick becomes "the husband, cast now in the role . 

. . of a mthless Herod"̂ ^ fighting against Mary who is "all mnocence and 

maidenhood. A Madonna - and child"^ in some sort of "mock Adoration. "̂ ^ At the 

same tune he plays Herod, he plays the shepherd: 

Your history teacher stands in the doorway, presenting, before this 
bizarre Nativity, the posture of an awestmck shepherd (outside, in the 
night, his flock of pupils are dispersed, having leamt about the dawn 
of a new age). In his right hand - in place of a crook - his fi-ont door 
key; m his left hand - m place of a lantem - his wom and battered 
teacher's briefcase, humble emblem of his trade.̂ ^ 

Finally, Mary is simply declared msane despite the feet that, "In another age, in olden 

times, they might have called her holy (or else have burnt her as a witch). . . . Now 

she gets benefit of psychiatry.' Just in the character of Mary we see attempts to fill 

the enq)ty vessel with paradigms of feiry tales, rehgion, and stoicism, only to end up 

with a character no longer fimctioning m society. 

Swift expresses the vessel analogy even better with Dick. He does not seem 

to ever be more than a sideline to Tom's life, yet Swift shows us that he suffers fi-om 

the same problems, and seeks the same answers. In moments of brilliance. 

Even a numbskuU must sometimes ponder those big and teasing 
questions: What's hfe? What's it made of? Where does it come fi-om 
and what's it for? . . . Yes, there's something special, for Dick as well. 

^̂  Swift 341. 
^̂  Swift 267. 
"̂  Swift 265. 
'' Swift 266. 
^ Swift 265. 
" Swift 330. 
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about these magical eel-traps, which, lowered empty and barren, can 
come up again so fiill of slithery quickness. Perhaps the river can tell 
wiiere Mother has gone and how she might return. Periiaps the river 
can tell the secret of hfe. ̂ * 

Even Dick is expressmg the natural human deshe to fill a vessel and Swift is 

e>q)ressmg the unconscious assunq)tion that that wiiich can fill a vessel can answer 

fundamental questions about life and give it meaning. Dick tries to be successfiil 

catching eels, and to make this success tie him to Mary, but it does not work.̂ ^ 

Even after his mother and Freddie both die, and Mary has the abortion, Dick still 

chngs to the idea that the solution is simple. "He looks hard at the key as if it's the 

key to all the riddles of life. "^ Imagme the inconsolable de^air of someone who 

kills himself Swift's meanings, myths, and manias are consequences of not finding 

something to fill this vessel. The solution focuses on filling the vessel 

Graham Swift ponders this vessel every human must fill What fills this 

vessel? Swift gives us multiple possible responses, but his most comprehensive 

examples are those of three generations: Henry Crick, his son, Tom or "Cricky" 

Crick, and Tom's "emotional" son. Price. Henry Crick beheves wiioleheartedly in 

the feiry tales his son conveniently uses, though he discusses God fi-equently. Price 

sips "blood" fi-om a Bloody Mary and wears corpse-like make-up, knowing that 

the world will end and history does not matter. Tom, claiming Price as his son, 

declares that the study of history gives comfort, though he fi-ames his life as a feiry 

tale. Ultimately, Swift describes three paradigms in Waterland: history, the 

apocalypse, and fairy tales, that he claims are all independent o^ yet still 

interchangeable with each other. When Swift claims to speak of the apocalypse, his 

readers, as members of a modem society, understand the paradigm as an 

'̂ Swift 243-245. 
^̂  A good beginning to the story of Dick and Mary b^jns on page 248 in Swift's 

Waterland. 
^ Swift 318-319. 
*' Swift 238. 
^̂  Swift 241. 
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all-encompassmg behef system based on rehgious conventions. History, on the other 

hand, is a paradigm for the skeptical, embraced by people ^^o are more likely to 

beUeve m the big bang theory than a myth of a boy and a girl and a talking serpent. 

Finally, feiry tales, to the modem mind are really only behevable to children with no 

education or experience, and the elderly who need to escape fi-om their education 

and experience. No rational person would truly beheve in feiry tales. It is easy to 

consider all three of these paradigms separate and exclusive of the others, yet often 

these co-exist in our minds, with conundmms that would be obvious to theoretical 

onlookers. 

Let us begm where Swift begms. On the first page of Waterland, Swift 

mtroduces the first paradigm: 'Tairy-tale words; feuy-tale advice. But we hved in a 

feiry-tale place."*^ Fairy tales, perhaps, are the easiest of Swift's paradigms to 

deconstmct, but only once they are recognized. How many women grew up 

dreaming of their Prince Charming and planning their wiiite wedding? Even 

admitting the childishness of the dream does not eliminate the fiiistration when 

reality intmdes. To some extent we are influenced by the stories and fairy tales of 

our youth, along with the e?q)ectations these bring. 

Modem society views history as linear, with a determinable beginning, and a 

terminatmg end. Because time is a one-way affair, modem society lives with a 

history, giving credit to people and societies, not myths. Amazmgly enough, 

"mterest m the "irreversible" and the "new" m history is a recent discovery in the life 

of humanity. On the contrary, archaic humanity, as we shall presently see, defended 

itself̂  to the utmost of its powers, against aU the novelty and ureversibility which 

history entails."^ History entails one-time events, unlike myths that cycle. This is 

the difference between history and feuy tales. It is the "mdividuahty whose creative 

spontaneity, in the last analysis, [that] constitutes the authenticity and irreversibility 

'̂Swift 1. 
^ Ehade 48. 
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of history" because popular memory finds difficulty "[retaining] anything but 

archetypes." To modem man, tmth suddenly becomes a much more valuable 

commodity, but at what cost? 

To modem man, the act of keeping records and recording history becomes 

important. With coirq)arison data available between our myths and our well-

analyzed histories, modem society is more likely to question and discredit disparities 

between behefe. Finding discrepancies causes a continuous cycle of questioning, 

further and fiirther into the past, supporting both our skepticism in the cycles of 

myth, and our behef in time as hnear. Without finding and accepting the 

relationships between the cycles that primitive societies accepted on feith, modem 

society is forced to beheve that smce history goes inherently backwards to ultimately 

a begiiming of sorts, it must go also directly forward to some terminating, or 

apocalyptic, point. Coming out of the kairos and chronos argument, we can see the 

logic behind the blossoming of apocalyptic thought. Kermode discusses the 

apocalypse with the argument that "behind Revelation there hes a strictly 

inexphcable set of myths that have been overlaid by later topical apphcations; but 

what human need can be more profound than to humanize the common death? 

When we survive, we make little images of moments wWch have seemed like ends; 

we thrive on epochs."*^ More than that, beheving that our timeline has a definable 

and thus finite Project (and meaning), as well as having a set beginning, it is easy to 

see that some end must come. According to Price, 

'What matters . . . is the here and now. Not the past. The here and 
now - and the fiiture.'. . . And then - alluding rapidly to certam topics 
of the day (the Afghan crisis, the Tehran hostages, the perilous and 
apparently unhahable build-up of nuclear arms) and drawing fi-om you. 

'̂ Ehade 46. 
Kermode 7. 
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his class-mates, a sudden and appalling venting of your collective 
nightmares - he announced . . . : 'The only important thing . . .' 

'Yes, Price - the only inq)ortant thing - ?' 
'The only unportant thing about history, I think, sir, is that rt's 

got to the pomt wiiere it's probably about to end.'"*̂  

As is evident, Graham Swift discusses a dizzying array of topics m 

Waterland, giving the impression of Tom Crick as a fiivolous old man, locked in the 

rose-colored glasses of the past. Swift discusses theories about storytelhng, and 

about the creation of history. He also drifts into esoteric reahns such as the hfe of 

the eel, and the rhythm of the fens. For the most part, this work is about cycles: 

cycles of the eel, cycles of nature, cycles of behefs, cycles of maturation, and cycles 

of society. As he discusses these cycles, he threatens the security of the novel with 

disquieting reminders of modem fears, most notably the fear pervasive in our culture 

that this time, with these intermptions and variations, the cycle will end. Swift talks 

about history, and violence, fairy tales, and the coming of Armageddon. He 

intermpts beautifid soliloquies describing hfe, with the fears and fiustrations of 

humanity, leaving, in the end, nothing more than the tale of a middle-aged man 

telling a story before he is shunted away; a last hurrah, if you wih, of a very pathetic 

sort. 

Swift has combined these seemingly incidental items to create ahemative 

meanings. Swift incites these cycles, of the eel, of history, of rehgion, to action, 

hoping that something will e?q)lode m the reader's mind. So what happens to all of 

these thoughts and ideas that Swift juggles? Is it as random as it appears? To find 

any meaning or to reach any conclusion about the juxtaposition of so many ideas and 

symbols, some mental stmcture must organize them, be they events or concepts, in a 

way that easily defines both commonalties and diversities. At the heart of 

Waterland, amidst this chaos of symbol and cycle, there is a clear sense of 

mathematical genius. Swift, m seemmgly mcongruent passages, suggests that m 

both the cycles and the disasters, there is a pattem to the madness we call life. 
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As Erich Neumann observes, "The heahh and creativity of every man depend 

very largely on whether his consciousness can live at peace with this stratum of the 

unconscious or consumes itself in strife with h."^ To comprehend the paradoxes 

that emesh our paradigms, the mathematics of man's vision must be focused, and 

allowed to imagine a more precise and complex form Consider an analogy: 

primitive man saw night and day, and for him^ they were always separate; yet in 

reality, they coexist. It is our evolving perception and our maturation as a society 

that allowed man to ultimately see the conflict and, finally, to comprehend the 

connection between the sun and moon. We must define our paradigms more 

precisely to close m on the gap that seems always to elude us. 

'̂ Swift 6-7. 
"̂̂  Nomiann 44. 
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CHAPTER m 

FAIRY TALES 

A large part of Waterland revolves around stories. The land itself is magical 

"a feiry tale place"*^ and this settmg naturally affects its occupants. As Swift writes: 

. . . it is strange . . . how the bare and enq)ty Fens yield so readily to the 
imagmary - and the supematural How the villages along the Leem 
were peopled with ghosts and eamestly recounted legends. . . . How 
even in the no-nonsense and pragmatic twentieth century, this fiiture 
schoolmaster quaked m his bed at night for fear of something -
something vast and void - and had to be told stories and counter-
stories to soothe his provoked imagination. ̂ ° 

In such a land, it is not curious to find people who beheve sincerely m stories. 

Stories are told to children to "quell restless thoughts." '̂ One of the most 

comforting elements of a story is the sm^le narrative order, usually obvious cause 

and effect.̂ ^ The sinq)hcity brings us comfort and eases our worry about those parts 

of our life which are out of our control, especially "those most unbehevable yet 

haunting of fairy-tales, [our] own hves."^^ Swift is quite clear about that feet that 

stories offer comfort: "man - let me offer you a definition - is the story-telling 

animal. Wherever he goes he wants to leave behind not a chaotic wake, not an 

en^ty space, but the comfortmg marker-buoys and trail-signs of stories. . . . As long 

as there's a story, it's all right."^ Stories also have the sinq)hcity of determined 

beginnings and endings.̂ ^ By capturing and encapsulating recognizable fi-agments of 

life, stories and fairy tales give not only comfort, but also meaning, and reaffirmed 

values. 

'̂Swift I. 
'" Swift 18. 
'' Swift 7. 
" Kermode 127. 
" Swift 7. 
^ Swift 62-63. 
"Kermode 138 
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Stories also comfort us in their origm. Stories begin with man and his 

actions. QuJtQ simply, "all the stories were once real. And all the events of history, 

the battles and costume-pieces, once really happened. All the stories were once a 

feeling m the guts."^^ Swift neatly encapsulates his version of the feiry tale cycle: 

"First it was a story - wiiat our parents told us, at bedtime. Then it becomes real, 

then it becomes here and now. Then it becomes a story again. "̂ ^ Take Hansel and 

Gretel, who wander deep in the forest and find a witch. Graham Swift's characters 

Tom and Mary do not go through the woods; they go through a marsh, specifically 

looking for a witch. Variations, but there are smnlarities, which is the second part of 

the cycle. Stories and feiry tales, mimic and are mimicked by reality. Stepmothers 

realty do have difficulties with their stepchildren, and httle boys do like to play 

doctor and pretend that they are king of the mound. Day to day events are 

influenced by stories, and inevitably become part of history, which influences another 

chain of events. So stories become reahty, wiiich becomes history, wiiich ukimately, 

as time passes, becomes only stories again. 

Henry Crick finds comfort in stories, and their cycle. Having seen the 

horrors of war, he wants to escape the Here and Now, and the fear that nothing has 

any meaning. The sohder Henry Crick retums home "crying out . . . for treatment. . 

. it's that sense of the dizzy void he can't get away fi-om He could do without his 

feehng of nothing." ̂ ^ War, wiiich should be sacred, wiiich should connect each man 

with his God, is really only a nightmarish exaggeration of profane time. Luckily for 

Henry Crick, "beheve it or not - miracles happen. . . . Henry Crick will tell you it 

was none other than that angel m a nurse's uniform"̂ ^ and his vessel is sated. As 

Henry falls m love with Helen Atkmson, and discovers that she is pregnant, he will 

tell you that he "possesses the most happmess that a man perhaps can ever 

^ Swift 297. 
" Swift 328. 
''Swift 223. 
'' Swift 224. 
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possess". Henry Crick "saves up . . . the story of this same extraordinary 

adventure . . . this encounter with a nurse (for how can you explain a miracle except 

by saying: this is how it was?)."^' He makes up stories about God, calling stars "the 

silver dust of God's blessing. . . [wiiich] (jod cast. . . down to fall on us."̂ ^ Then 

his wife dies and suddenly reality catches him in the center of its wWr^ool again. 

With the death of Freddie Parr and Dick, he clings to his stories. He becomes lost in 

the cyclone of his life, a de^erate old man wandering backwards in his mind to a 

better time, wiien stories were once real and he was m love.̂ ^ 

As his wife, Helen Atkinson shared his dependence on stories, but this 

dependence started long before she met Henry Crick. Coming of age as the only 

daughter of an insane and isolated man, Helen began seeking early for solutions. 

Does Helen Atkinson, too, then, beheve in miracles? No, but she 
beheves m stories. She beheves that they're a way of bearing what 
won't go away, a way of making sense of madness. Inside the nurse 
there lurks the mother . . . Helen has come to regard these poor, 
deranged inmates as children. Like fiightened children, what they 
most want is to be told stories. And out of this discovery she evolves 
a precept: No, don't forget. Don't erase it. You can't erase it. But 
make it mto a story. Just a story. Yes, everything's crazy. What's 
real? All a story. Only a story. . .^ 

Stories help her stay sane: "she would ask herself... Who is madder, the crazy 

soldiers, or the man in the gmgerbread house?"^ Swift too follows this logic as he 

describes her: "she would linger amongst the trees, like a distressed damsel in the 

forest." ̂  Perhaps this is not just a product of her imagination. Even the 

townspeople, especially ehgible young men, seem to have catered to this idea: "For 

<* Swift 231. 
"Swift 225. 
*̂  Swift 1. 
''̂  Swift 341. 
^ Swift 225. 
" Swift 228. 
^ Swift 228. 
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young knights, as we know, need their damsels - e^ecially the beleaguered, 

maccessible ones in forbidden towers. "̂ ^ Every man beheves he is worthy of saving 

a damsel in distress. 

Part of the joy of stories is the depth of the imagination fi-om wiiich they 

spring. Archetypes have an amazmg depth of meaning. Neumann quotes Jung, as 

he writes: "no intellectual formulation comes any\^ere near the richness and 

e>q)ressiveness of mythical imagery."^ Kermode delves mto both the amazmg 

suppleness of our imagmation and the purpose it serves: 'The imagination, we recall, 

is a form-giving power, an enq)lastic power . . . a maker of orders and concords. "̂ ^ 

Writers m previous centuries used literature to mimic reality, and present their world 

view. Literature had a begmning and an end, and its ultimate purpose was to make 

sense of the surrounding world. ̂ ° Fairy tales, by their very nature, satisfy this 

requirement with the addition that archetypes allow for the manipulation of meaning 

as situations dictate.̂ ^ Like Kermode's discussion of a novel justifying murder by 

giving allowances to the murderer (using a syiiq)athetic point of view, etc.), stories 

have the dubious honor of having no restrictions on wiiat values they do or do not 

espouse.̂ ^ Depending on how members of society interpret Mary taking the child, 

she could be a saint or a lunatic; just as Waterland is a story of a man forced mto 

retirement, on one hand, and yet still the story of everyman and his quest for 

meaning on the other. 

The Atkinsons were responsible for then- feir share of yams. While Henry 

and Tom Crick use stories to comfort themselves, or e?q)lain away a painfiil reality, 

Emest Atkinson crosses the line mto la-la land. "Possibly he knew . . . that he was 

mad - because inside every madman shs a httle sane man saying 'You're mad, 

you're mad.' But perhaps this made no difference, because by now he was ah-eady 

*̂  Swift 214. 
*̂ Neumann 15. 

^ Kermode 144. 
^ Kermode 75. 
'' Kermode 132. 
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confirmed in the behef that this world wiiich we like to beheve is sane and real is, in 

truth, absurd and fantastic."^ Though he crosses the line with his actions (for incest 

is taboo m many cultures), all of the characters relymg on stories have a behef m the 

absurd and the fentastic. Therefore, they tell stories, or have children to save the 

world, or steal children to save themselves. But stories are much more than just an 

expression of the absurd or merely evening entertamment. Swift uses stories in 

much deeper ways. 

More specifically. Swift is extremely concemed about the past that srts on 

our shoulders directing our future. Why else would Tom, thirty years after the 

events, mesmerize his class with the escapades of his adolescent days? Why would 

Swift repeatedfy describe the town's fescmation with Sarah Atkinson?̂ "* "Do not 

ghosts prove - even rumours, wiiispers, stories of ghosts - that the past clings, that 

we are always going back . . . ?" Sacred time is just as vahd a concept for modem 

man as it was for primitive man. Swift uses Henry Crick's character to demonstrate 

sacred time as well: "For if he really beheved himself that Mother was no more and 

not somewhere wiiere communication, if ever so distant, were stiU possible, wiiat 

was he doing makmg those repeated trips to the graveyard and standing there, with 

his hps moving as if he were talking to someone; and telling us, fiirthermore, about a 

fer-off place called heaven?"^^ Henry's actions are the actions of our grandparents, 

or our great-aunts. Our rational mind tells us that these are fairy tales, but our 

hearts and souls tell us otherwise, and lead us to places we might not have gone 

before. After his mother's death, we see Crick do this: "For if Dick can step mto 

^ Kermode 108-109. 
"̂  Swift 233. 
'̂* Sarah is described r^eatedly in connection with many unusual events, induding cme 

that seems to foreshadow Dick's death. (See Swift 104.) 
'' Swift 103. 
^̂  Swift 283-284. 
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Dad's lock-keeper shoes, I put about me Mother's apron. . . . I am engaged in 

culinary necromancy. . . . I am trying to conjure, to absorb into myself the spirit of 

my dead Mummy."̂ ^ Cooking like dear old Mom suddenfy has more impact. 

Swift fi-ames many parts of Tom's life m terms of feiry-tales: "[Tom] makes 

his journey home in the guise of the returning Prince ready to phick aside briars and 

cobwebs and kiss his Princess out of wiiatever trance has possessed her for the last 

three years."^^ Like Tom, we can live safely mside our stories or paradigms until 

things happen, and reality mtmdes. Then we meet a catalyst or trigger that 

spothghts this gap in our lives and makes us accept the feet that everything else is 

onty an escape. For Tom, this catalyst is the witch. In Waterland, the witch is not 

responsible for Mary's pregnancy, and gives no instmctions for coping with an 

abortion. She does, however, force Tom to toss the fetus in the river, and thereby 

accept responsibihty.̂ ^ The Here and Now, or in this situation, what is in the pail, 

can be hard to fece. "I [Tom] nearly trip over the pail. In the pail is what the 

fiiture's made of I rush out again to be sick."^ Though Tom may blame the witch, 

she is merety a catalyst of the story: her role never changes, and her integrity remams 

inq)enetrable, in the same way a cliff offers the same panorama whether you step 

back or faU over. 

Look at Tom's focus as the witch becomes a part of the story: "<3irist, Mary, 

if we're stuck out here in the dark. Twihght thickening. The time of owls and will-

o'-the-wisps. Right time to arrive at a witch's. Hold my hand, Mary. . . Are we 

gomg to get there? (Do we want to get there?)... But we do get there. "̂ ' Tom, 

with no other choice, has taken Mary to meet the witch "Who made potions and 

predictions (or so it was claimed). And wiio also got rid of love children . . .". 

Martha Clay is not a witch because she has the accouterments. She has "No pomted 

^ Swift 285-286. 
^ Swift 120. 
'̂  Swift 316. 
^ Swift 308. 
''Swift 300-301. 
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hat, no broomstick, no grinning black cat on shoulder",^ she uses "No spells, no 

incantations."^ Martha Clay is a witch sunpfy because of the niche she fills in Tom's 

mmd. He shares his thoughts as Martha takes care of Mary: 'Tor a moment I think: 

Martha's poisoned her, she's killed her. Now she's coming over to me - to deal with 

httle Hansel, who happens to be stationed conveniently near the oven."^ There is 

no doubt that Tom considers and reacts to Martha as a whch straight out of a fairy 

tale. Humorous as it may be, it demonstrates one single rule. No matter what the 

paradigm is, it is the perception, and not reality, that causes the reaction. Wander a 

moment through Cricky's dream The elements of reahty are all there, but the fear 

comes fi-om his interpretations and combinations. 

Shoals of stars, silver geese, swim through the sky. His head starts to 
spm. The duck he's holding m his hand isn't a duck, it's a hen. . . But 
the hen's not dead, it's still alive. Its wings start to flap and it starts to 
lay eggs (so it hadn't stopped laying after aU). A copious, unending 
stream of eggs, so many that he has to collect them with the help of his 
mother and her apron. But Mother says they're not really eggs, they're 
fellen stars. And so they are, twinkling and winking on the ground. We 
carry the fellen stars into the chicken coop. Which isn't a chicken coop 
at all It's the shell of the old wooden windmill by the HockweU Lode. 
And Mary's inside lymg naked with her knees up. . . . And Mary starts 
to Qxplsan about her menstrual cycle and about the wonders inside her 
hole and how babies get to be bom. She says, 'I've got eggs, you 
know.' And he, ignorant but eager to learn, says, 'What, hke hens?' 
And Mary laughs. And then she screams and then she says she's the 
mother of (jod—I drop the duck I'm holding (it's a duck after all). It's 
not a dream. What you wake up into can't be a dream It's dark. I'm 
here; it's now. I'm sitting (my head shinned drowsUy forward) on a 
bench outside a cottage wiiere Martha Clay, a reputed witch . . . 

Thus, as the teacher patiently demonstrates, we must agam tum to our stories and 

our myths. In our own ways, we settle for our roles, according to our perceptions. 

"Because the shuation denoimces itself the tableau is con^lete: oppressor and 

*̂  Swift 298. 
'"Swift 301. 
** Swift 305. 
" Swift 305. 
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oppressed. (Consider this. Price, just m passmg: how so much of history is a settling 

for roles . . . )".^ It is the fauy tales that we tell ourselves, or the paradigms that we 

use that decide the relation^iips. Therefore, our perceptions and paradigms become 

extremefy in[q)ortant. 

"^ Swift 307-308. 
*" Swift 164. 
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CHAPTER IV 

HISTORY 

Tom Crick, the same man wiio beheves in witches, studies history. He has 

made it his life's work "to unravel the mysteries of the past"^ to try to fill his vessel 

Tom admits, "can I deny that what I wanted all along was not some golden nugget. 

. . but History itself the Grand Narrative, the fiUer of vacuums, the dispeller of fears 

of the dark?"^ Uhimatefy, though, no matter how it is viewed, history can easily be 

seen as a replacement for tradition, myth, and ritual "History, so considered, is a 

fictive substitute for authority and tradition, a maker of concords between past, 

present, and fiiture, a provider of significance to mere chronicity."^ Kermode 

continues with an almost mathematical formula: "World history, the knposition of a 

plot on time, is a substitute for myth." '̂ History has the same fancifiil hire of stories, 

with one exception: 'liistory is bom only with trouble, with perplexity, with 

regret."^ History begins at the point wiien the gap in our lives becomes evident, 

wiien the catalyst begms the wheels rotatmg. Cricky e?q)lains that when he was 

introduced to history as an object of study, . . . [he] beheved, perhaps 
hke you, that history was a myth. 

Until a series of encounters with the Here and Now gave a 
sudden pointedness to my studies. Until the Here and Now, grippmg 
me by the arm, slapping my face and telhng me to take a good look at 
the mess I was in, informed me that history was no mvention but mdeed 
existed - and I had become part of it. 

So I began to demand of history an Explanation. Onfy . . . to 
conclude . . . that history is a yam. 

Tom's history, begun as a quest for answers, only retumed him to the begmning, 

with more questions, and more imcertamty. We go fiiU circle. Swift makes this 

'' Swift 5. 
*" Swift 62. 
^ Kermode 56. 
"'Kermode 43. 
^ Swift 106-107. 
^ Swift 62. 
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observation more than once. "Now wiio says history doesn't go in circles?'"^ The 

theory of history can easily be reconciled as one of cycles because "there is 

everywhere a conception of the end and the beginning of a temporal period, based 

on the observation of biocosmic rhythms and forming part of a larger system - the 

system of periodic purifications . . . and of the periodic regeneration of Hfe. "̂ ^ Swift 

suggests this cycle of the growth of empu-es, societies, and civihzations v^en he 

writes of the Atkmson empire, which "hke many another empirQ, is in dechne".^ By 

definition, though, history is ureversible. As Kermode writes so eloquently: 'Thus 

was mvented an image of endlessness consistent with a ten^oral end. Historical 

events might be unique, and given pattems by an end; yet there are perpetuities 

which defy both the uniqueness and the end."^ Seemg these cycles m linear events, 

we are tossed back to the concept of sacred time. More than twenty years since 

EHck's death, Cricky talks about his brother: "I see him now, I see him still, on the 

arrow-straight road, imder an opaque sky, between the somber beet fields . . . For a 

moment it seems that he's riding into, that he's already m, some oblivious never-

never corq)osed for always and only of straight roads, flat fields, of monotony, 

unchangingness, and the annihilatmg throb of a motor-bike engine."^ Notice the 

similarity to both sacred and profene time as Cricky "see[s] him still" Humans see 

time as an etemaUy straight road and chafe at the fixed monotony, yet mark these as 

high pomts m history. 

Another truth is that we always e?^ect the next event to be significant: 

"fimdamentaUy arbitrary chronological divisions - we might simply call them saecula 

- are made to bear the weight of our anxieties and hopes;... we project them onto 

history, making it 'a perpetual calendar of human anxiety.'" By definition, man is 

bom mto and dies in the middle of his historical timehne. Kermode spends a lot of 

** Swift 180, 208. 
"'Ehade 52. 
^ Swift 20. 
"̂  Kermode 74. 
"' Swift 327. 
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tune discussmg not only "in the middest," but also the hnphcations of being caught 

in the middle. Man seeks, or perhaps creates, the connections between events, 

called concord fictions. Ultimately, our concord fictions tie our buths, our deaths, 

the relevant parts of our historical timeline, and any other monumental events or 

crises m our lives together.'°° These concord fictions flesh out our paradigms and 

affect the daily decisions we make. Our concord fictions and predictions weave 

themselves together m an increasmgly con^lex pattem as we age, grow, and mature. 

History is reaUy nothing more than events wiiich become stories tied together with 

wiiat Kermode calls the Principle of Con^lementarity. This princ^le is "a fiction . . 

. designed to relate events that appear to be discrete and humanly inexphcable to an 

acceptable human pattem."'°' History becomes the continual search for pattems. 

The deeper assun^tion is that history operates on cause and effect. 

Therefore, with enough mformation, some events can either be controlled or 

predicted. A good forensic scientist can tell a great deal more about a person than 

height, weight, and sex fi-om a footprint alone. To take this fiirther, if we keep 

asking enough questions, we can reconstmct our history, and history can provide 

answers. When Mary tells Tom that she is leavmg, "He beheves: this is Mary; this is 

a bench; this is a dog. The last thing he wants to beheve is that he's in fahy-land."'*^ 

The facts are sm:q)le. Tmth is reahty. Trath and reahty can be reconstmcted, and if 

it can really be reconstmcted, it can also be built and controlled. "It's called 

reconstmcting the crime. From last to first. It's an analogy of the historical method; 

an analogy of how you discover how you've become wiiat you are. If you're lucky 

you might find out. If you're hicky you might get back to where you can begm 

again. Revolution."^°^ The question why imphes a discontent wiiich (causes us to 

study history, wiiich mstead of findmg a solution) causes us to yeam for a different 

""Kemiodell. 
'~ Keraiode 7. 
'"'Kermode 59. 
'^ Swift 148. 
'"'Swift 312. 
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resolution. History becomes the story of perpetual remorse, showing our desire to 

go back to the begmning; our desne for a revolution; in effect, our deshe to create 

an apocalypse. '"What we wish upon the fiiture is very often the image of some lost, 

unagmed past.'"^^ Tom apphes ahemative semantics to his students: "How we 

yeam - how you may one day yeam - to retum to that time before history clauned 

us, before thmgs went wrong.. . How we pme for Paradise. For a mother's milk. 

To draw back the curtam of events that has fellen between us and the Golden 

Age." Ifistory no longer remams just an academic exercise. History becomes that 

search backwards to fill the void. 

Cricky conq)lains that history "gets more mexphcable, more painfiil"'°̂  and 

the answer is always beyond reach. The problem with history can be summed up in 

five words: 'The begmning? But wiiere's that?"'°̂  There is no innate stoppmg point 

m history: "when - where - how do we stop asking why? How fer back? When are 

we satisfied that we possess an Explanation . . . ?"'^ Not only are there no hmits to 

history, but history m itself is an uncertain entity, an "inq)ossible thing: the attempt 

to give an account, with incomplete knowledge, of actions themselves undertaken 

with inconq)lete knowledge." Ifistory is hnear, and therefore, according to the 

mathematical definition of a line, can never be finished, and therefore wih never be 

con^lete. To have and measure kairos, you must have and understand chronos. To 

have anything of significance, you must also have something of insignificance. 

Therefore, to find any meaning, artificial ends must be added so that things can be 

benchmarked. Onfy after that can meaning be given to any history. Without doing 

this, we run mto problems. '"Really, universally,' says James in the prefece to 

Roderick Hudson, 'relations stop nowiiere, and the exquisite problem of the artist is 

eternally to draw, by a geometry of his own, the circle m which they shall happify 

'^ Swift 140-141. 
'"' Swift 136. 
'"" Swift 130. 
'"̂  Swift 314. 
'"' Swift 107. 
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appear to do so."'"° Kermode continues the analogy stating that the problem, on 

one hand, is the danger that "we regress towards myth, out of this time mto that 

time" and on the other hand, that "we set the word agamst the word, and create the 

need for difficuh concords in our fictions."'" We begin to walk where words do not 

exist. 

It is at this point that history is most demonstrably elusive, with no ending 

answer - only relying on words that easily hide tmths. As Kermode writes, m what 

would at first seem to be a contradictory statement, "Words, thoughts, patterns of 

word and thought, are enemies of tmth, if you identify that with what may be had by 

phenomenological reductions."'*^ Blanchot though says it more simpfy: 'To 

converse is to divert language fi-om itself by letting it differ and defer . . .""^ Simply 

by naming something you are providing a synonym for that idea or object, and thus 

another connotation for the original By definition, a connotation is separate fi-om 

the original object, and because connotations are by definition mental shadows, 

already you are biasmg, with your own experiences, the origmal object. At no point 

can you ever capture the object mnocently, without tagging it with your thought 

prints. To the most extreme, it is easy to see the drama of never touching, or only 

worshipping fi-om below the pedestal, these origmal objects or ideas, for fear of 

tainting, or cmshing the truth. At most, the fear is that words are the tools of 

uhimate cowardice, and the uhimate manipulators. Perhaps the most acceptable 

action would be to conclude my thesis at this pomt. 

'"" Swift 108. 
""Kermode 176. 
'"Kermode 176. 
"̂  Kermode 140. 
"' Blanchot 34-35. 
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As is evident, man does not leave things alone. Man cannot stare longingly 

at an object on a pedestal without wanting to touch it. You, too, wiiether fi-om 

curiosity or obligation, tumed the page. What can you call this innate drive to reach, 

to try to grasp, however unsuccessfiiUy, this mtangible? We are left with Swift's 

meanings, myths or manias, or whatever we choose to caU our own paradigms, while 

Price calls our bhiff: "explaining's a way of avoiding the facts while you pretend to 

get near to them"'"* Cricky notices this phenomenon as well: '"the more you try to 

dissect events, the more you lose hold of them - the more they seem to have 

occurred largely in people's imagmation . . .'""^ The amazmg thing is that this 

intangible vagueness has the same characteristics as the gap or empty vessel we 

search to fill The Here and Now sits waiting on this edge that we cannot grasp. 

Kermode at one point goes into a wonderfiil argument of how man once 

arranged his world consciously to coincide with his meanings and paradigms, and 

how man now uses "the shadows only, because we have lost the kind of confidence 

that enabled us to be interested m the apparent fects as well as in the human 

concords" leaving us with such madequate substitutions as "the counter-logical 

devices of the modem novel, treating time and cause as k is treated by a totalitarian 

interrogator.""^ This argument points to the same problem modem man has with 

his paradigms. Calling the paradigms a shadow of the real thing only reinforces our 

behef that wiiat our forefethers had was more sohd, more hmocent, and that what 

we realty want is a new beginning. Different words describe the same intangible 

conundrums we are discussmg: '"I draw attention to the backward-tending element 

of the Revolution to illustrate that even revolutions with then claims to constmct a 

new order are subject to one of the most mgramed historical behefe. That history is 

the record of decline. What we wish upon the fiiture is very often the image of some 

"•* Swift 166-167. 
'" Swift 139. 
"'̂  Kermode 164-166. 
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lost, imagmed past.'"'*^ These arguments are so entwined and ingrained m ourselves 

that we trip over our own arguments in our paradigms. Swift muses on history: 

"How it repeats itself̂  how it goes back on itself no matter how we try to straighten 

it out. How it twists and turns. How it goes in cu-cles and brings us back to the same 

place.""^ The paradigm does not seem to matter; the ehisiveness remams. 

'" Swift 140. 
'"Swift 142. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE APOCALYPSE 

The paradigm of the apocalypse is one of the most obvious logical fellacies, 

and one of the most celebrated for its ehisiveness. The end of the world is coming, 

tomorrow. How many tomorrows ago was it first said as we still wait for it to 

occur? To be feir, we must be clear on what form of the apocalypse we mean. 

Society has always beheved m some form of apocalypse. John May quotes Amos 

Wilder as saymg that the apocalypse is "a juncture which renews the archaic crisis of 

all existence, that of survival, the viability of hfe, the viability of the human. ""̂  

Swift says it in words we can appreciate: "Why is it that every so often history 

demands a bloodbath, a holocaust, an Armageddon? And why is it that every time 

the time before has taught us nothing?"'̂ ^ Primitive man beheved in the cycles of 

chaos and rebirth. Modem man, of course, beheves differentty: 

The end will come onty once because, m the Judaeo-Qiristian world-
view, . . . time is not cychc . . . It has accepted the irreversibility of 
time, the terror of history. . . . In the Incarnation, according to 
Christian behe^ (jod himself became an event for man in history. So 
any Judaeo-Cliristian expectation of an end to the world would 
obviousty have to come in history, even if it would mean the end of 
time and of history.'^' 

The events that will herald this great and mighty commg have all been prophesied. 

May defines the apocalypse as "the sudden and dramatic intervention of Ciod in 

human affairs on behalf of behevers, heralded by catactysmic events of cosmic 

proportions - femmes, plagues, wars, earthquakes - and temporary rule of the world 

by the Prince of Evil "'^ The Bible is the basis for many of these predictions. 

Matthew 24 is a chapter entirety dedicated to what is termed the end of the ages: 

"" May 20. 
'"" Swift 141. 
'̂ 'May 11-12. 
'̂ Panati 383. 
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"Nation will rise against nation . . . There will be femmes and earthquakes . . ."'^ 

and "there will be weepmg and gnashing of teeth. "'^ The book of Acts predicts that 

'The sun will be tumed to darkness and the moon to blood."'^ The second book of 

Peter wams that 'The heavens will disappear with a roar; the elements will be 

destroyed by fire, and the earth and everything in it will be laid bare."'^ Fmalty, 

Isaiah triumphs: "in an instant, the Lord Almighty will come with thunder and 

earthquake and great noise, with windstorm and tenq)est and flames of a devouring 

fire." Swift plays with some of these apocalyptic phrases. He describes trams as 

"the baymg of a monster closmg m on us."'^ He tells the story of a great flood,'^ 

and then of a great fire "hke some meteoric vishation." '̂ ° In reference to World 

War I and the search for the origms of the eels. Swift writes that "h must be said that 

this catastrophic interval, to which such dread words as apocalypse, cataclysm, 

Armageddon have not unjustty been apphed . . .".'̂ ' Though Swift may not be able 

to conq)ete with such sentences as "the lawless one will be revealed, wiiom the Lord 

Jesus will overthrow with the breath of his mouth and destroy by the ^lendor of his 

coming,"'̂ ^ he does have the bare gleanings of the idea of such a breath: "In such a 

wind St Gunnhilda would have crouched m her wattle cell, hearing the roaring of the 

Devil. In such a wind old Jacob Crick would have cowered m one of his windmiUs . 

expecting at any moment the wiiole creaking edifice to be blown to kingdom 

come . . .".'̂ ^ With the apocalypse, we too, just like Jacob Crick, can always 

imagme the worst. The apocalypse is founded on our greatest fear, that the 

'^ The Bible: New International Version (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Pubhshing 
House, 1984) Matthew 24:7. 

'̂ Matthew 24:51 NIV. 
"'Acts 2:20 NIV. 
'^2 Peter 3:10 NIV. 
'̂ ^ Isaiah 29:6 NIV. 
'̂ ' Swift 3. 
'^ Swift 98. 
'^ Swift 175. 
'"Swift 201. 
'̂ ^ 2 Thessalonians 2:8-lHIV. 
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unknown may happen, on such a scale that our lives may be truty meaningless. 

"More often than not, the tone of the work will mdicate that, even vAiere the 

presence of evil is limited apparentty to the ambience of an individual's hfe, the 

apocalyptic consequences are to be read on a grander scale because the individual is 

also somehow typical"'^ Evil and chaos seem to be uhimatety onty protean. Tnity 

though, can not we always imagine something worse? 

May gives a very enhghtened insight based on the Bibhcal book of 

Revelation. "The rejection of naive optimism and the denial of imminent victory is 

the message confirmed by the very structure of the Book of Revelation . . .". The 

author goes on to describe these visions fi-om the Revelation, with each one 

presented as the ultimate, but onty until another vision replaces it: "each successive 

series of visions, is mtended to create and shatter the illusion of unminent completion 

of the apocalypse. Thus, the total effea of the ever-retreating horizon of fulfillment 

is to support a mood of genuine hope amid fiiistration.... The closer man comes to 

God, the more tangible his revelation, the greater the human temptation to e?q)ect 

immediate dehverance fi-om the terror of existence. "'̂ ^ This idea of successive 

visions is very similar to the mathematical phenomenon of dimmishing retums. The 

fi-actional amount gets mcreasingly larger, but never actuaUy reaches one. Kermode 

gives a great explanation of this principle, discussmg both the New Testament as a 

rewrite of the Old Testament,'̂ ^ and works hke King Lear, vMch presupposes the 

end, but never actualty ends. Kermode writes: 

In King Lear everything tends toward a conclusion that does not 
occur; even personal death, for Lear, is terribty delayed. Beyond the 
apparent worst there is a worse suffering, and wiien the end comes it 
is not only more appalling than anybody e?q)ected, but a mere image 

'" Swift 280. 
'^ May 34. 
'''May 18. 
"'May 18-19. 
'" Kermode 59. 
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of that horror, not the thing kself The end is now a matter of 
immanence; tragedy assumes the figurations of apocalypse, of death 
and judgement, heaven and hell; but the world goes forward in the 
hands of exhausted survivors. 

The irony is that no matter how horrible the death may be, we still seek death as a 

release fi-om fear. No matter what the kairos should be, we seek the saecula or 

event anyway, to add meaning to our life. The clincher is that in viewing death, we 

never truty fear that we will actualty die; we onty see it as an end to our current life 

crisis. like assuming that everyone around us wiU die during the apocalypse, but 

magicalty we will not, somehow death will also give us meaning, as well as time to 

contemplate that meanmg afterwards. "Dymg sometunes gives us, (wrongty, no 

doubt), not the feehng of abandonmg ourselves to the disaster, but the feehng that if 

we were to die, we would escape it."'̂ ^ These escapes do this for all of us - by 

chngjng, we beheve we have meaning, a strand to hang fi-om as the world below 

disintegrates. 

The greater irony is that the world has not yet dismtegrated. This is the 

greatest conundrum of the apocalypse. As many times as someone has predicted the 

End, they have been disappointed. People have foimd many excuses but uhimatety, 

as we still exist and function as a species, our predicted apocalypse is stiU to come. 

The truth is that we e>q)ect the tree to bear fiiiit when we see flowers, even when the 

tree's history may tell us otherwise. "The great majority of mterpretations of 

>^ocalypse assume that the End is pretty near. Consequentty the historical allegory 

is always having to be revised; time discredits it. And this is in^ortant. Apocalypse 

can be disconfirmed without being discredited. "''*° For wiiatever reason, no matter 

how illogical it seems, man accepts this paradox, and without heshation, stiU seeks 

"* Kermode 82. 
"" Blanchot 2. 
'^ Keraiode 8. 
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and fears the commg apocalypse. As we enter the new miUennium, the forecasts of 

the End seem endless, as they probabty have at every major jimcture m our 

development. 

The apocalypse has not always been viewed with such fear. Primitive society 

beheved mnatety in the balance between the cycles of nature. Earty man did not 

dissect good and evil; he "experienced [a] paradoxical simuhaneity.. .".'"** As man 

developed his powers of differentiation, his conscious mind went fi-om the vague 

recognition of an archetype to more subtle, recognizable and realistic images. "As 

consciousness developed, the good goddess and the bad goddess, for example, 

usualty came to be worshipped as different beings."'"*̂  This specialization is obvious 

in the modem world as even stereotypes become more specific. Our mental images 

now categorize good mothers, bad mothers, stepmothers, and mothers-in-law. 

Similarty, drought and famine can no longer be the gifts of the same god who brings 

sunshine and new babies. The behef m heaven and hell is a fiirther development of 

this idea of a dualistic nature, as is the conflict between Satan and God. 'The 

earhest Christian theologians embraced dualism Man is trapped between God and 

Satan, they said, between good and evil""*̂  Satan atten^ts to seduce mdividuals 

away fi-om God's salvation by offering supematural riches and uhunatety etemal 

damnation m exchange, (as the behef goes) for the soul, the onty ticket mto heaven, 

and thus, salvation. These behefs run strong in our culture as underciurents. It 

seems that the apocalypse will come before the end of each current generation. Of 

course, these behefs are onty strengthened by Bibhcal wammgs such as "No one 

knows about that day or hour, not even the angels in heaven . . ."''̂ ^ and " . . . the 

day of the Lord will come hke a thief in the night. "'"̂^ Therefore, no one is exempt 

fi-om the possibihty of the apocalypse, and the "day of judgment and destmction of 

'"*' Neumann 12. 
'̂ 2 Neumann 12. 
'-*' Panati 370. 
'̂ Matthew 24:36 NTV. 
'̂ ' 1 Thessalonians 5:2 NIV. 
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ungodty men."'"*̂  Predictions aside, this fear is based on an even more elemental 

logic. To beheve in the apocalypse people must beheve m a higher power. We can 

base this behef on the supposition of havmg an outside reference pomt to view our 

linear timeline. According to Kermode: "We project ourselves - a small, humble 

elect, perhaps - past the End, so as to see the stmcture whole, a thing we cannot do 

fi-om our ^ot of time in the middle."'"*̂  The poshion we choose will naturalty affect 

the view of the stmcture. A position past the End (which we choose to find 

meaning) would obviousty have a more enhanced view or close-up of the End than, 

say, of the begmning. 

A behef m the apocalypse, is more convoluted than that, accordmg to 

Kermode. It is "a pattem of anxiety... Its recurrence is a feature of our cultural 

tradition, if not uhimatety of our physiology, for m some measure our ways of 

thinkmg and feeling about our position in the middest, and our historical poshion, 

always at the end of an epoch, are determined."'"** To beheve that at some defined 

point, the world wih cease to exist as we know it (and each man will be held 

accountable for his actions) lends a more hauntmg perspective to the hfe that the 

behever lives, and more depth to the actions each behever makes. "As an 

undercurrent of Westem unagmation, apocalypticism is always with us. . . . the 

general uneasmess has remamed with u s , . . . a deep uneasmess sometunes vergmg 

on panic . . . .""*̂  To fiirther beheve that the end wih come m a matter of days or 

months forces even stronger reactions; every mdividual action must be one of 

consequence. This type of apocalyptic thinking has '"made it mevitable that the 

'^2 Peter 3:7 NIV. 
'*̂  Kermode 8. 
'^ Keraiode 96. 
'"*' Saul Friedlander, Gerald Holton, Leo Marx, and Eugene Skobiikoff; eds. Visions of 

Apocalypse End or Rebirth? (New York: Holmes and Meier, 1985) 5-6. 
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present become "a mere transhional stage," and leaves people with a sense of livmg 

at a tuming-point of time."'* °̂ The problem is that believing that the apocalypse is 

always imminent severety hampers our attitudes and decisions. 

Blanchot, m Writing of the Disaster, touches on these thoughts, and the 

inherent limitations in these thoughts. The disaster can never be ultimate; the 

disaster must always be forthcommg, yet somehow in the past. 'To think the 

disaster (if this is possible, and it is not possible masmuch as we suspect that the 

disaster is thought) is to have no longer any fiiture m wiiich to think rt."'^' The 

discussion about behefs in the apocalypse are often centered on single elements of 

the apocalypse, such as the harrowing, or final judgment, but the effects of the 

apocalyptic behefe on the individual are almost universal: '"we don't leara fi-om the 

past. What's more, wiiat we pick up fi-om dweUing on it is a defeatist, jaundiced 

outlook . . .'"'̂ ^ Cricky sees this pessunistic outlook in Price: 

It doesn't escape me: something of my grandfather's fiilmmating and 
fahering rhetoric mfects my teacherty oratory. Something of his 
predicament, before that Town HaU assembly, those heckles, those 
jeers, revives itself in my classroom confi-ontations, when I fece 
resentment and hostility over the desk-tops. And yet m wiiom is it that I 
observe today my grandfether's mward melanchoty and fear for the 
fiiture? In a curty-haired lad caUed Price.'̂ ^ 

Cricky contmues speakmg of Price: '"I think he blames me. For history. . . . I think 

he's fiightened.'"'^ Price has focused his fear on the apocalypse, and has started a 

club to channel these fears. Price caUs his club the Holocaust Club or the Anti-

Armageddon League.'̂ ^ At least Price admits the vessel exists when he talks about 

the Holocaust Chib: 

""Keraiodel3-14. 
"'Blanchot I. 
"' Swift 154. 
'"Swift 162. 
"* Swift 125. 
'" Swift 236. 
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*It's just an idea. It's not a protest group. We beheve - m the power 
of fear.' 

' . . . We want to pool people's fear. Tell them not to hide rt. 
Bring rt out into the open. We want to say, rt's OK, show your fear, 
add h to ours.' 

' . . . Get people to write down their fears. You know, how 
they see the end of the world. The last minutes, last thoughts, the 
panic, wiiat it'U be hke for those who don't go straight away. . .' 

. . . He takes sip of blood.'̂ ^ 

Price finds security m the worid of fahy tales and superstition. The penduhim 

swings, and civihzed man searches for the myths, at the expense of scientific 

reasonmg. Now, dressmg as a corpse and drinkmg Bloody Marys, Price hves m an 

era wiiere witches and new age reasoning are prolific and worshipped and science is 

shown as feUible. The essence of this. Swift comments, is the effect of these behefs 

on the behever. The paradigm does have an effect, but Swift suggests that perhaps 

the effect is not so different fi-om that of Henry's stars, or Tom's witch. Tom reflects 

on his life: 

. . . thirty-four years ago. I don't know if things are better or worse 
than they were then. I don't know if things were better or worse then 
they were m the year nought. There are myths of progress, myths of 
decline. And dreams of revolution . . . I don't know if my thirty-two 
years as a teacher have made any difference. But I do know that things 
looked dark then and they do now. In 1946 I had a vision of the world 
in ruins. (And my wife-to-be, for aU I knew, was having visions too -
but let's not go mto that.) And now here you are. Price, in 1980, with 
your skuU-fece and your Holocaust Chib, saymg the world may not 
have much longer - and you're not much younger than I was then.'̂ ^ 

No matter the paradigm, we are stiU trymg to solve the same problem 

"̂  Swift 238. 
'" Swift 240. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE DOUBLE HELIX 

With modem society's mherent behef m progress, apocalyptic behef is 

becommg more and more part of our culture, only mcreased by the knowledge that 

"the human species now has the capacity for its own unmediate, total 

obhteration." Modem society is more sophisticated, and thus, more able hteralty, 

to fi-agment our lives and reahty. Striving for meaning beyond the basic tenets, our 

modem technical society tears apart the foundation that supported primitive society. 

Perhaps this can be summed up as the problem with modem society. The increasmg 

sophistication and fi-agmentation (and less faith) add an element of fear and a greater 

hunger to fill the gap. Not to assume that the hunger has not always been 

overwiielming. For example, during the French Revolution, the French enjoyed the 

guillotine. Not only was death suddenly swift and immediate (for the most part), but 

the whole community could watch the expungment of their dilemmas. Wrth such 

power to dispose of their problems, the Jacobins would never anguish them again. 

No matter what they did though, they never cleaned the slate; or fiUed the vessel.'̂ ^ 

Reflect for a moment on the wiUfiil and cuhivated naivety of those 
French revolutionaries. . . . And consider the dangers of this naifvety. 
How this yearning after purity and innocence is onty a step fi-om 
Robespierre's famous, and mfamous, mcormptibility; how hberation 
tums to Grand Purge; how this revolution, which they thought was 
over so quickly, is forced, in order to satisfy its msistence on first 
princ^les, to renew itself agam and agam, with ever more mthless zeal, 
till exhaustion allows compromise - if not reaction. 

The more enq)tmess they clamored to fill, the worse the whole seemed to be. As 

Kermode writes, "Marx once said that 'the consciousness of the past weighs hke a 

nightmare on the bram of the hvmg,' and it is fi-om that nightmare that the modem 

apocalyptists want to awake. But the nightmare is part of our condition, part of theu-

'" Friedlander 3. 
'" Swift 270. 
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?»161 
material" Blame h on ignorance or the backwardness of previous societies, but 

thne has not unproved the problem 'In 1793 the Apocalypse came to Paris (just a 

few thousand heads); m 1917 it came to the swamps of Flanders. But m August, 

1943 . . . h came in the form of detonating goose eggs to Hamburg, Nuremberg and 

Berhn . . .". These eggs, "e>q)losive and inflammatory eggs," are onty a more 

modem version of the guiUotme. Once a universal symbol of hfe, modem man has 

made eggs not onty sterile, but sterihzmg. The eggs of Worid War II, with then 

absolute devastation and annihilation of hfe, show an even more complete disregard 

for the sanctity of life. The u-ony of having eggs that destroy is yet another paradox 

that modem man must sift through. Though it shows the development of society's 

sophistication, the conception of life-consuming eggs demoralizes an already 

anguished society. So, can we just go back to the sinq)hcity of the beginnmg? Back 

to a time before dynamite and guillotines? Swift has a definite opmion. 

Once upon a time, under the deep bhie sky, a girl and a boy met a witch, the 

baby cried, a goose laid a golden egg, the eels traveled upstream, and Dick dove mto 

the water never to be seen again. And they all lived happity ever after. 

Realty? 

Yes, it aU happened. Well, so Swift's story goes. AU of these elements are 

fi-om Swift's imagmation, but Swift is the real witch here. Swift is standing on the 

edge, watching as his readers bhndly walk over the edge and splay themselves across 

his paradigms. Swift has been trying to impress upon his readers the image of a 

loop, a cycle repeated in endless variations, but that is a paradox. How can one 

continue on an mdefinite loop and yet have endless derivations? A contmuous loop, 

closed by definition, can not contmuaUy have variations; it must repeat hself A hne, 

by definition, is finite with a begmnmg and an end; it does not repeat itself Usmg 

either of these analogies to explam history, feuy tales, or the apocalypse explams 

"̂  Swift 137-138 
'*''Keraiode 121. 
162 Swift 299. 
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some of the contradictions mherent m our paradigms. If we stretch our fi-ame of 

reference and shift fi-om the idea of either a closed loop or a Ime, we can bring m 

these variations without fi-acturing Swift's work, and discover how he reconciles 

these paradigms. I am suggesting the stmcture of a double hehx. 

The double helix solves many of these seeming contradictions and still 

demonstrate the "tmths" of these famihar cycles. Combmmg a hne with a cu-cle 

allows the repetition of a cycle, as well as the finite ends of a hne. This double hehx 

is the same stmcture Watson and Crick used to define the biological building blocks 

of the human, the DNA molecule. Imagme two ribbons twisted together, almost 

touching as each spu-als around the other. Each unit of ribbon is matched by a fecmg 

conq)lementary unit of ribbon and the two are connected by a weak bond. There are 

limited types of ribbon, and each type has a specific ribbon complement. Though 

this does not seem to have a large potential for variation, consider the purpose of 

each unit of ribbon. Each unit of ribbon is attached and connected permanentty to a 

column of other ribbon units. Each ribbon column can be reproduced, or it can be 

used as a blueprint for wiiat becomes mass constmction, uhimatety building 

something a thousand or a milhon times larger than itseU^ and capable of purposes 

not even comprehensible to an individual ribbon. This weak bond is wiiat partty 

determines the success and productivity of each ribbon. 

The other determinant is the location of each ribbon and hs surrounding 

environment. If a ribbon is surrounded by other ribbons that for whatever reason 

can not form bonds with other ribbons, the usefiihiess of the first ribbon is m severe 

jeopardy. Imagme a man surrounded by people mcapable of relationships: though 

the man may have some effect on the people around him, his chances of gettmg 

married, for example, mcrease greatty if he meets someone else capable of fiirthering 

a relationship. Even more so, fathering a child is much easier when there is also 

someone around mterested m mothering a child. Take this analogy a large step 

fiirther, and imagine history as a complex weave of these ribbons. Obviousty, some 

red ribbons, surrounded by muted green ribbons will be more noticeable than the 
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green ribbons, and some ribbons, bemg a part of an especialty strong set of bonds, 

win chmq) together and be more obvious because of then- texture and size. Likewise 

m history, Joan d'Arc because she was female gamered extra attention, and the 

Nazis of Germany unfortunately, will be well remembered. Swift touches on some 

of these concepts: 

Reality's not strange, not unexpected. Reahty doesn't reside in 
the sudden halhicmation of events. Reahty is uneventfiilness, vacancy, 
flatness. Reahty is that nothmg happens. How many of the events of 
history have occurred, ask yourselves, . . . but for no reason, 
fimdamentalty, than the deshe to make things happen? . . . 

And did I not bid you remember that for each protagonist who 
once stepped on to the stage of so-caUed historical events, there were 
thousands, miUions, who never entered the theatre - who never knew 
that the show was running - wiio got on whh the donkey-work of 
copmg with reahty? 

Tme, tme. But it doesn't stop there. Because each one of those 
numberless non-participants was doubtless concemed with raismg m 
the flatness of his own unsung existence his own personal stage, his 
own props and scenery . . . So there's no escaping it: even if we miss 
the grand repertou-e of history, we yet unitate it m mmiature and 
endorse, m miniature, its longing for presence, for feature, for purpose, 
for content.'̂ ^ 

Even though ah of us contmue the donkey-work of coping, onty some of us — very 

few actualty — will be m that spot that will shift the weave another way. Consider 

the Olympics as an example. Even for a child blessed with the talent, genes, and 

deshe to swim, getting to participate m the 01ynq)ics is dependent on dedication and 

commitment fi-om the parents and coach, and support fi-om the surroundmg 

community for years before any discussion of the Olympics can come up. Retum to 

the hehx argument. If any of these ribbon umts (the parents, coach, famity, child) do 

not bond, the weave is weakened, or even dissolved. So obviousty, m ̂ ite of the 

grandeur of each of us, some of us will become Swift's non-participants. Likewise, 

onty Rosa Parks could be Rosa Parks, and we are aU thankfiil that she, and those 

around her, could maintain the bonds that were needed. It is that continuous 
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attempt to seek a meaning, that drive to have a relationship that creates history. Yes, 

the resuh of each individual outcome makes a difference, but the more important 

thing is that a relationship exists and not a gap. Therefore, the DNA hehx can 

become ammo acids, and uhunatety, protems, that can become an arm, or a foot, or 

our history, and our society, rather than a disjomted mass of ahnosts and 

incompletes. 

By applymg this to the concept of an empty vessel, the question becomes not 

the end product of a filled vessel, but the contmuous process of fiUing the vessel or 

crossmg the chasm The gap is not just a void, or chasm to be fiUed by a specified 

product. The gap is mdicative of a process that must be continued. The vessel can 

never be fiill; the bond must be contmuaUy buUt as it evolves, and sometunes 

dissolves, filhng the vessel is a means, and not an end. The escapes that Swift has so 

readUy discussed, myths, meanmgs, and manias, are a resuh of concentration on the 

vessel that is never fiill The solution hes m shiftmg the focus to filhng the vessel, 

and not on the gap that always stands vacant. The empty vessel is never truty 

empty; it is always just the next step. Viewing it fi-om this perspective, the analogy 

gives us comfort and solace, so that we are uhimatety capable of hvmg a fiiU hfe. 

Using a DNA helix aUows an easy explanation to \^y people can have onty 

limited and biased perception of "reality." Uhimatety, our linear perception of 

history is made from this dynamic movement of a double helix and hs products. The 

connection between the two strands of ribbon is the strength of our relationships. 

The world is linear only m our perception. The unique arrangement of the DNA 

hehx aUows for each end to have both parts: the begmning and the end, the good and 

the bad. This is how we can see history stop and start, and this is wiiere it becomes 

obvious that so much hes m our perspective. Blanchot suggests that the disaster is 

"stress upon mmutiae, sovereignty of the accidental."'^ He tangents onto another 

thought, but the definition stiU bears close scmtiny. AU of the paradigms we have 

'"Swift 40-41. 
"^Blandiot3. 
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discussed focus on one mdividual, or one action, or one perspective. When the 

focus is one, be it a person, event, or concept, that one is susceptible to outside 

mfluences and to destmction. So if we contmue this focus on something that is 

vuhierable, wiien we count on some one thmg that wiU fiU the vessel, we are settmg 

ourseh^es up for faihire. It is the cycle and contmuity that count, the relationships 

that contmue and flow. The unportance is not on one relationship, but on the 

pattem of relationships created. 

One final u-ony is that the Bible, responsible m such a large part for the 

continued mterest m the apocalypse and other convoluted paradigms, also contams 

the answer. The Bible reqiures us to love and seek God as weU as to love our 

neighbors as ourselves. This becomes a triangle of relatioiishq)s, and a continuing 

process of buUding and seekmg relationships. "Christian metanoia is always a 

turning toward God by turning to the neighbor; so when we ^eak of the 

regeneration of the mdividual, our fi-ame of theological reference is not merety 

vertical . . . Men feU m righteousness wiien they tum away fi-om the daity agony of 

building up the city of man. "'^ Swift seems to acknowledge this as one sohition: 

After the death of his son, 'Treddie Parr's fether, with even greater cause, is asking 

Whywiiywhy. No repetition of that neat word 'accident' can stop that siren in his 

brain, or close the chasms of blame that yawn inside him. . ."'̂ ^ Freddie Parr's 

father, Jack, also beheves m judgment, "Because [Freddie's] fether was a hopeless 

good-for-nothing, content to train his son in dishonesty and vice, a sinner who is 

rightty punished by this death of his first- and onty-bom. But why. . .?". It is this 

behef that leads him to he down on the railroad tracks to die, and to give up drinking 

wiien he is stiU alive the next morning. "And thus Jack Parr, v^o was a superstrtious 

man and that very morning swore to forsake drink, came to beheve that God, who 

sometimes brings about by way of punishment mexphcable cmehies and drowns a 

'"Luke 10:27 NIV. 
'^ May 23. 
"*'Swift 111. 
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man's own son, also performs me?q)hcable wonders"'^ With mcomplete 

knowledge of wiiat has transpu-ed (his wife redhected the tram). Jack Parr placed his 

behef m rehgion, based on his behef that "desprte everythmg, desphe emptmess, 

monotony, this Fenland, this palpable earth raised out of the flood by centuries of 

toil, is a magical, a nnraculous land."'̂ ° He acknowledges the monotony, the 

vacancy of life, but desperately fiUs his chasm, or vessel with the peace and meaning 

that rehgion gives him. WhUe Swift does not complete the story with a 'happUy ever 

after', we can quietly assume that his wife at least was happier. 

One stmcture that Swift quietty presents as background material is that of 

the fenlands. In his discussion of water drainage in the fenlands, we see the 

glimmering of another stmcture, one that more precisety utilizes his cycle, 

integrating more and more complex and unexpected elements. S v ^ describes the 

fenlands: "to either side, the blank and cryptic ramparts of the banks, cuttmg out the 

distance as if they conceal the fact that there is nothing behind them. A low and 

hquid world, a scarcety substantial world."'̂ ' This is an intuitive understanding of 

the paradigms Swift uses. Later he repeats this theory: 

The problem of the Fens has always been the problem of drainage. 
What sih began, man contmued. Land reclamation. Drainage. 

But you do not reclaim a land overnight. You do not reclaim a land 
without difficulty and without ceaseless effort and vigUance. The Fens 
are stUl bemg reclahned even to this day. Strictty speakmg, they are 
never reclaimed, only bemg reclaimed. Without the pumps, the dykes 
and embankments, without the dredgmg programmes . . . And you do 
not need to remind a Fenman of the effects of heavy mland rafaifaU, or 
of the combmation of a spring tide and a strong nor'easter. 

So forget, mdeed, your revohitions, your tummg-pomts, your 
grand metamorphoses of history. Consider, instead, the slow and 
arduous process, the mtermmable and ambiguous process - the process 
of human siltation - of land reclamation.' 

'*'Swift 114. 
"̂  Swift 115-116. 
""Swift 116. 
'̂ ' Swift 354. 
"̂  Swift 9-10. 
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So dramage and sUtation overpower the French Revolution? Swift is stUl argumg 

that the world wUl not end m a bang, but m a whinger. What is the human 

equivalent of dramage and sUtation? Imagme sUt as visible hydrogen bonds m a 

DNA molecule: "Sih: wiiich shapes and undermmes comments; v^ch demohshes as 

it buUds; which is simultaneous accretion and erosion; nehher progress nor 

decay." Is this not how history and reahty are formed? Is this not the begmnmg 

of fauy tales? The element that gives meanmg to our fear of the apocalypse? Watch 

how Swift translates this oozmg of sihation and drainage mto an object lesson about 

humanity. Fu"st, Swift focuses on the mdividual and his unpact: 

But that's what education's about. Price... . 
It's not about empty minds waiting to be fiUed, nor about 

flatulent teachers dischargmg hot an-. It's about the opposition of 
teacher and student. It's about what gets mbbed off between the 
persistence of the one and the resistance of the other. A long, hard 
stmggle agamst a natural resistance. Needs a lot of phlegm I don't 
beheve in quick resuhs, m wand-waving and wonder-working. I don't 
beheve, as Lewis would have it, m equippmg for today's real world. 
—̂  1 TA 

But I do beheve m education. 

This is a comment Swift has made many tunes in just as many ways: "even nature 

teaches us that nothing is given without something bemg taken away. Consider 

water, wiiich, however much you coax it, this way and that, wiU retum, at the 

shghtest opportunity, to its former equilibrium"'̂ ^ Once more, a brt more 

personaUy, Swift writes that the Cricks "know that wiiat water makes, it also 

unmakes. Nothing moves fer in this world. And whatever moves forwards wiU also 

move back. A law of the natural world; and a law, too, of the human heart. "'̂ ^ This 

demonstrates the cycle, then leads us to the conchision. Now that we have cleared 

out the extras, we have, very sm^ty. Swift's moral to the story: 

"" Swift 8-9. 
"̂  Swift 239. 
'" Swift 72. 
"* Swift 73. 
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There's this thmg caUed progress. But it doesn't progress, it doesn't 
go anywiiere. Because as progress progresses the world can shp away. 
It's progress if you can stop the world sloping away. My humble 
model for progress is the reclamation of land. Which is repeatedty, 
never-endingty retrievmg what is lost. A dogged, vigUant busmess. A 
duU yet valuable business. A hard, inglorious busmess. But you 
shouldn't go mistaking the reclamation of land for the buUding of 

177 

empires. 

As previously discussed, some people wiU become Olympic greats, or conquer new 

fi-ontiers, but aU of us must continue the dogged practice of making do. There is no 

magical "Progress" or finish line. This is just another way to say we must 

continuaUy start and rebuUd relationships: 

ChUdren, there's this thmg caUed civUization. It's buih of hopes and 
dreams. It's only an idea. It's not real It's artificial No one ever said 
it was real. It's not natural No one ever said h was natural. It's buUt 
by the learning process; by trial and error. It breaks easUy. No one 
said it couldn't faU to bhs. And no one ever said h would last 
forever.'̂ * 

Swift's answer comes to us first m the form of a question: 

Have you ever considered that wiiy so many historical movements, not 
onty revolutionary ones, feU, faU at heart, is because they feU to take 
account of the complex and unpredictable forms of our curiosity? 
Which doesn't want to push ahead, which ahvays wants to say. Hey, 
that's mterestmg, let's stop awiiUe, let's take a look-see, let's retrace -
let's take a different ttun? What's the hurry? What's the msh? Let's 
ejqjlore. 

Cricky then pleads the solution: "ChUdren, be curious Nothmg is more 

repressive than the repression of curiosity. Curiosity begets love. It weds us to the 

world. It's part of our perverse, madcap love for this unpossible planet we 

mhabit."'^ Is the "curiosity begets love"'̂ ' connected to "our love of life"?'^ 

'^ Swift 336. 
"* Swift 336. 
'^ Swift 194. 
'*" Swift 206. 
'" Swift 206. 
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Curiosity begets love, and love makes us curious, therefore curiosity makes us 

question. This is v^at 'Sveds us to the world," gives us meanmg, makes us ahve. 

Surpassmg aU of the theory about this en^ty vessel, Swift suggests that love and 

curiosity are the synapses that connect the neurons. The more we know, the more 

we realize how little we know. The stmcture of the DNA double helix was 

considered the ultimate relationship between four conq)onents, onty untU the 

reaUzation that beyond that was another level, and another level, and how much 

more there was to be known. Curiosity wiU aUow us to always find more questions 

and enjoy the sheer beauty of the solutions, gjvmg us more to life than just chngmg 

to the strands of sacred and profane tune. 

"" Swift 205. 
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